Time for a Full Investigation... of the FBI
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What happens to a country whose most important police force — and its key investigators — is no
longer telling the truth to the citizens of that nation? Nothing good, I'm sure most would agree. There's
almost no point in going through all the analogies to despotic regimes. Writers from George Orwell to
Arthur Koestler have already done it for us.
But those analogies come immediately to mind following two revelations regarding our Federal Bureau
of Investigation that surfaced this week. In one instance, the FBI refused to turn over documents
regarding the Hillary Clinton emails because of -- wait for it -- "lack of public interest."
The head of the FBI Records Management Division wrote Ty Clevenger, a New York
Attorney who filed the FOIA request in March 2016, to inform him that his request was
being denied in late August.
“You have not sufficiently demonstrated that the public’s interest in disclosure outweighs
personal privacy interests of the subject,” the letter, obtained by Fox News, reads.
“Therefore, records regarding your subject are withheld pursuant to FOIA exemptions.”
It's hard to imagine what was going on in the mind of Records Management Division head David M.
Hardy when he wrote -- or was forced to write by some unknown superior -- such a risible lie, but
things have only gotten worse from there. Now we learn that then FBI director James Comey may
never have planned to find Clinton guilty in the first place.
While the transcripts of those interviews are heavily redacted, they indicate that Comey
started working on an announcement clearing Clinton in April or May of last year, before
the FBI interviewed 17 witnesses in the case, including Clinton and some of her top aides.
Clinton was interviewed for several hours on July 2, just three days before Comey’s
announcement.
Defenders of Comey insist this early draft exonerating Clinton is standard FBI practice, but, not
surprisingly, none of them mention that a similar draft deeming Clinton culpable has not surfaced. One
doubts it exists.
To millions of Americans, Hillary Clinton was as guilty as O.J. Simpson. You would have to be an
imbecile not to think she didn't know she was doing something illegal secreting her professional emails
as secretary of State on a private server hidden in a bathroom. And yet James Comey's ultimate
decision on Clinton depended on her putative ignorance after literally decades of government service.

No wonder he vacillated so many times in his statements and actions. Only someone completely
without conscience wouldn't have. And Comey should have a guilty conscience because it is now
becoming increasingly clear he was looking for way to exonerate Clinton virtually no matter what. The
famous Bill-Loretta tarmac meeting was an unnecessary embarrassment, as was Lynch instructing
Comey to call the investigation a "matter." This was ultimately, as the Italian film goes, "The
Investigation of a Citizen above Suspicion." That is why she was never interviewed under oath and so
many of her subalterns were let off free or allowed to destroy records and negotiate the most outlandish
requests that neutered the inquiry. That is why we have never seen the tens of thousands of erased and
supposedly missing emails.

